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Chapter 1: lratrodiLIJction 

Job opportunities in the lnformation.Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

The European Union is moving decisively into the information age. The 
Information Society is fast becoming a reality for Europe's citizens and 
businesses and has already started to transform the way we live and work. 

The November 1997 luxembourg European Council on Employment asked 
the Commission to assess the implications of this transformation· for 
employment and training.1 

This report responds to that mandate. It examines the impact that the· 
Information Society is having, and concludes that the prospects are bright: 

.,; The ~ngoll'mation Socia~ indhJJstries hsve become one of the biggsst 
aJII1l(!] fastsst growing sectors of the European Union (EU) eco~nomy. 
They are creating new jobs, new opportunities, new products and new 
services, driving economic growth and enhancing competitiveness . 

.,; Tihe information ll'evoiutioll1l is only just beginning. The Information 
Society industries will continue to grow in importance. And the pace of 
change - faster than anything we have seen before - will accelerate 
further . 

.,; The IEIU is we~! p~aced to eltplont the oppoli1unitiss. With the largest 
single market in the world, the single currency, liberalised 
telecommunications markets, a strong voice on the world stage, and a 
diverse, creative and innovative pool of talent, all the ingredients are in. 
place for sustained success. 

•· 

But despite these positive prospects, there fs WOii'fiJ!ing evidence that the 
lEU is not ma!tnng the most of the potell1ltntaJ! of ths lnfoll'maJtoon Society. 
This needs urgent attention. These markets are globai by nature, and the 
EU has to move fast if it is to take and keep its place at the 'forefront of ~he 
information age. Failure to do so will· carry a heavy price in terms of 

. European jobs, growth and competitiveness. 

Action is needed in three areas: 

./ Deve~oping an e111terprise culture to create an environment in which 
new ideas, new start-ups, new products and new services can fiourish . 

.,; Promotill'llg organisational change and adaptability to exploit the full 
potential of new technology to improve efficiency, develop new products 
and services and unleash t:1e creativity and innovation of the workforce . 

./ Boosting skills and level~ of technical literacy, and promoting 
access for all to maximise the employment potential of the Information. 
Society: over 500,000 IT job vacancies in the EU are currently unfilled 
because of skil! shortages, and the problem is getting worse. 

This report calls for concerted action at al! levels to address this challenge, 
and proposes a timetable for monitoring and benchmarking of progress 
made to ensure that the EU derives the full potential of the information age. 

1 Presidency conclusions, paragraph 35: "Given the p()tential impact on training and hence employment 
of the knowledge and information technologies, the European Council requests the Commission to 
report back to it before t.'1e end of 1998 or. the results obtained and the prospects for electronic 
commerce. the development of open networks and the use of multi-media for education and /raining." 
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Job opport:.mfties in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

llhle ~lnliforrmaJ.~ioV'!l Soci~~y is Ute mos~ dyll'llaJmn«: s~c~oll' oif fchle !EU 
ecc!nlomv, already accounting for more than 5% of EU GOP. 
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Socio-sconomic dimension plus 
Industries making use of 
information & communication 
products & services 

-o-
lnformation Society Industries 

Content Industries e.g. 
• Publishing 
• Audiovisual 
• Advertising 

-o- ICT Industries 

Information & Communication 
Technologies-related 
Industries e.g. 
• Computer & software 
• Computer related st~rv•eos 
• Telecom equipment & sarvkM 
• Electronic micro-components 
• Office equipment 

Through products - such as mobile phones, computers, digital TV, fibre 
optic networks - and services - including mobile communications, computer 
networking, Internet connections, audiovisual - !S industries already 
permeate alj aspects of business, work and leisure. European consumers 
and businesses last year spent more on IS products and services than on 
cars, steel and aeroplanes combined. 
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Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

it is growiii'Dg faster than any other sector ... 

Information and communications industries are growing more than 5 
percentage points faster than other sectors, in real terms, effectively driving 
total economic growth in the EU by more than 15%. 

ICT market and GOP growth rates in the EU 
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.. and is creating more jobs. 

1998 '1999 

Employment in the Information_ Society is leading employment growth in the 
EU. It already employs over 4 million people, with more than 300,000 IS 
related new jobs created between 1995 .and 1997. Thus the IS creates one 
in every four net new jobs, and demand far outweighs supply (es.timates 
suggest there are currently 500,000 unfilled vacancies for IT professionals 
aione2). · 
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2 Source : IDC 
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Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

In ihe European IS services, like in the US, there has been a dramatic 
increase in employment spurred by computer, software and audiovisual 
services. The diverse trend in overall employment, including some job 
losses, shifts to alternative jobs and generation of new jobs, points overall to 
a nat gain and employment growth. Even in the !elecom sector where the 
numbers dipped due to deregulation and restructuring, the trend should now 
become . positive due to new market segments and new operators and 
service providers. · 
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Liberalisation and techno!ogical innovation are opening up the supply side 
and business and consumer demand is increasing. 

There is double digit gro\l\1h in demand for telecommunications. In the last 
three years, the EU market has increased by one third, an increase of 38 
billion ECU. The main factors behind this are the demand for mobile 
communications as well as the explosive growth in Internet access and 
usage. There are now over 300 telecommunication services operators in tha 
EU. . 

Mobile telephony is a major success story for the EU. Europe's standard, 
GSM, has become de facto the world standard and is foreseen to be 
followed by its successor, Universal Mobile Teiecommur.ications System 
(UMTS). World-wide, the number of mobile phone subscribers grew by 52% 
in 1997 a.nd this is set to continue. In Europe, growth is even faster with 
rates of 57% in the West and 12e% in Eastern EuropE~. 

The scope for further growth and therefore jobs is cle~r. This grapt'l shows 
how the GSM marks~ could more tilE:n double to above 17C millicn 
customers, if the rest of the EU cEught up with f!nl.and's currer:t mobile 
phone densiiy of 5C%. T~ia W©tUJ~fi ~®&~n e:.1 :®51£)~ ~ ©\G,:f:P@@ :ri!rst-: ]6b~. 
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Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

Mobile Telephony 

Subscribers and Job creation in the EU 
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costs are beginning to come down ... 

At the same time, liberalisation of the telecommunications sector has 
increased competition between firms, between networks and between 
technologies, and lowered prices whilst enhancing both the choice and 
quality of services. But there are still large differences between Member _ 
States. 

Total Cost of Telephone Service*. for average residential customer 
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Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

Rates of connection to the Internet are exponential. Although overall levels 
of penetration in the EU remain below the US, the gap is narrowing quickly:· 
some Member States (Sweden, Finland) lead even the United States, and 
household connections to the Internet have shot up across the EU. 

~----------------------·---·------·-········-· 

Forecast increase in Internet Users 
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electronic commerce is taking off ..• 

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) is just starting and has already achieved 
revenues of 6.5 billion ECU in the EU. Estimates for the future vary widely, 
but all project significant growth and estimates are adjusted upwards 
frequently. For example, the OECD has estimated the world market will 
reach 1 trillion dollars by 2005, mainly in business to business trading - the 
EU needs to ensure its share. 

The single market already opens up a large home market. Electronic 
commerce is an opportunity for all businesses, especially SMEs, to exploit 
the potential of the single market and to access global markets at low cost. 
It can also be a powerful force for cohesion, reducing the barriers of 
distance. Maximising this potential requires good distribution networks and. 
in particular, an efficient and modern postal services sector. 

Electronic commerce will impact on all aspects of business, increasing the 
flexibility of doing business. A factor that will support the spread of e
commerce will be the launch of the Euro, which will be born on 1 January 
1999 as an electronic currency. Moreover, once the millennium bug and the 
introduction of the Euro have been dealt with, ICT resources will be released · 
and this should further enhance a-commerce growth 
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and the multi-media sector is expanding ... 

Due t_o digitalisation and globalisation, the. multi-media sector is growing 
dramatically. This will be a major value-added sector in the 21 51 century 
reinforcing economic growth as well as the EU's cultural diversity. 

Further, the growth of digital television, with the increase in the number of 
channels available in parallel with the rapid uptake of the Internet at work 
and. in the home, will create more demand on the content and production 

·side. 

There were 950,000 people employed in the audiovisual sector in 1995, and 
this sec~or is expected to grow by 70% between 1995 and 2005. · This 
growth could translate into 300,000 new jobs. 

blQion ECU ""' , ................................................................................................................. _. ___________________________________ _ 
210 bn 
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Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

li is clear ihai ihe Information Society presents the potential for enormous 
gro\Mh and job creation, both in the IS industries and in the economy as a 
whole. The EU is well placed to exploit this potential. Knowledge, creativity 
and diversity, the key factors for success in the information age, are core 
European strengths. 

-
But in spite of the bright prospects, there are worrying signs that the EU is 
not yet geared up to reap the full benefits of the Information Society. Levels 
of penetration and usage of information and communication technologies 
(ICTs) in the EU remain well below the US, and within the EU there are big 
differences between Member States. 

Investment In IT 
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Urgent, concerted action is .needed in three key areas if the EU is to 
remove the barriers to success and maximise the full economic and social 
benefits of the Information Society: 

Developing an 
Enterprise Culture 

Boosting Skills 
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Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
f!Xploiting the potential of the information revolution 

H81.1: !DeveHotping sm etTBterpe-ise ciJ.OHtue-e 

The speed of innov(Jtion and the novelty of the opportunities mean that a 
new, flexible, simple business environment is needed - to encourage the 
development of new ideas, products and services and which allows for the 
rapid take-up by business and consum~rs. 

Q . IEntreprreneursD"oip 

To attract entrepreneurs and deliver the multiplier effects that 
generate jobs, the EU needs to bring together prospective 
entrepreneurs, venture capitalists and creators of knowledge. 

The Information Society depends on new ideas, new start-ups, new 
products, new services, new working methods, new attitudes to work. 

In th~ EU, there are, too few entrepreneurs and too. few start-ups. A 
strong European entrepreneurial culture is lacking. This is 
compounded by a lack of market incentives with many taxation 
systems discouraging initiative. Legal and administrative barriers to 
the creation of companies and the introduction of new products and 
services frustrate the new entrepreneur. · · 

Business needs simple and rapid administrative solutions, such as 
'one-stop shops' with formalities and procedures standardised across 
agencies and Member States. The European Employment Strategy 
has identified this as a key area and called on Member States to 
specifically report on improvements by June 1999. 

e lmpli"ovolnlg access to ve1!11tll.JIIi"e capo~~ 

The fEU must endeavour to get the 'risk reward ratio' rigM if the 
venture capital market is to play its role in generating maw jobs. 

Venture Capital and Job Creation 

Annual employment creation in 
the USA 1989-93 

Annual employment creation in 
Europe 1991-95 · 

::1~ .. .-io 4---------· ------~-------

.Zit'%. 4---------·------------

• Companies benefiting from venture · - 500 largest companies 
capital 

Source: National Venture Capital Association 
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Job opporlunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

Venture capital plays a vital role in fostering innovation and the 
development of new markets and jobs. But the EU is not up to speed: 
in 1997, European ICT industries· received only 17% of venture capital 
investments as against 55% in the US. This is hindering IT start-ups 
and job creation: evidence shows that companies benefiting from 
venture capital create signifh;antly more jobs. Companies quoted on 
the NASDAQ in the US employ no less than 9 million staff. 

e Using advanced technologies and sell"Vices to gain 
competitive advantage 

The EU needs to develop and maintain a flexible, bu~ rebus~. policy 
framework with effective regulation which allows rapid market 
in€roduction, protec~ion of ihe public in~tSrest and dev~loprrmmt o1 
new, advswvced technologies and servicss in the converging BJreas 
of telecommunicaticms, media and Information teclmology. 

The liberalisation ·of telecommunications markets in the EU since 
1.1.1998 has already resulted in sharp cuts in prices, especially for 
business users and long distance calls. However, internet charges -
levied at the local rate - are still on average more than twice as high in 
the EU than in the US. This hampers consumer access to new 
products and services. And there are significant differences between 
Member States. 
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Internet Connections 

The relationship to costs 
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Similarly, costs to access advanced telecommunication services (e.g. 
leasing high-speed broad band lines) remain significantly higher in the 
EU than in the US. This hampers the business use of advanced 
services. 
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Job opportunities in the lnfonnation Society: 
exploiting the potential of the infonnation revolution 
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Comparative costs of high bandwidth communications 
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I 

The use of electronic networks, for commercial and non-commercial 
purposes, is hindered by high cost as well as the lack of a clear and 
predictable legal framework particularly between the Member States 
(intellectual property rights and privacy protection, commercial 
communications, contractual form requirements, redress, liability, 
electronic signature, taxation, etc .... ) and security of transmission. 
Electronic commerce does not acknowledge geographic boundaries 
and can move easily, so the EU must continue to lead the process in 
establishing a ·global framework for these issues. 

Inhibitors to Companies Purchasing Goods on the Internet 

Speed of connection 

Lack of reliable 
connection 

Lack of service I 
products 

Lack of knowledge I 
understanding 

Security 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% SO% lO% Hll% 

Sourc& UK Dept. of Tra~o and Industry 1998 

• 'Public Sector as a driver 

The public sector should lead by example by bo~h investing in new 
applications and integrating the use of ICT in internal and external 
operations. · · 
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Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

This involves a determined effort by all public authorities to accelerate 
the use of ICTs in their everyday relations with citizens and business, 
thus increasing the efficiency and quality of their services. Priority 
should be given to access to public information, on-line transactions 
with administrations, digital procurement procedures, and social and 
cultural services. This may also involve, where appropriate, a 
reallocation of resources to support investment in ICTs. 

111.2: Promoting organisational change 

ICTs provide opportunities to improve the efficiency of existing activities; 
facilitate changes in business processes and structures, and create entirely 
new opportunities for products and services. The introduction of new 
technology is accelerating a range of structural changes in markets and 
companies and in the workplace, stimulating changes in the way work is 
organised. But European businesses are not yet fully exploiting this 
potential. 

<il investment in technology - too low, too slow 

European companies, parlicularly SilliEs, are underoinvesting in 
new information and communications technology. The problem is 
especially acute for very small companies. Underoinvestment 
means under-performance- and less jobs. 

'II ICT usage by business ·small businesses lagging behind 
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Source: UK Dept. or Trude and lnduntry 1998 

Where companies have invested in ICTs, it has improved productivity, 
thereby strengthening their global competitive position. 

CompetWva gains have not been fully £Jchiaveo7 lbacaii.Dse of aJ 

reBuctSJnca to sufficien~ly ra-~hink the consequences of UCT to 
/business organisation: its intemaff func~i([)ming; its interadion with 
supp8oerrs and cHereis; ami i'is integration into the !Test of the 
economy. 
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• • ., • ;;)qjJJ-~ in the ~ l'Joch:1/v: 
eKp/<9ft/n§ t/ile f!XiJ$eRtiaf @(the informatlort F£Wotutiml 

SllCOE&SS if1 the information age ~nvolves.both understanding the be.ne.flts 
~CTs coo bring to business and the et>m4:y to use them &ffeotNe+y. Some 
European companies have become world ctass performers by 
successfut1y combining ICT investment with orgamsatiOI'l81 change .. 

However, many businesses are Lising only a fraction of the power of 
the technology because they have not reorganised their business 
processes to exploit the full potential of ICT. Company usage of ICT 
has focused on automation of existing pro~esses and internal 
management, often without altering them, to the detriment of external 
usage and systems of decision making. · 

Usage a .A;lpticatims 
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Job opporlunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

Un~rrocf/M~ing ~racffui!Vo8ogy BJD@rnrs is no~ SI!.Bffl~i~m~. Morr~ ~lfva~f!il ev~rr 
toefore, pcaople BJre the mosg imporla1fl'il~ resoi!JTCI9 in ah18 new 
Ctm::;wDcedg;e~loiised economy. The bencams tr:P1 new ~sc/JmoUo~y can 
onDy b® _'lu8Hy rrf/JBJUOssd off o~ us un~roducecflaotpJeahtPJrr wogh U11®W ~rrms @1 
wortt @rgaJnosaJaocm iif!Vd ~@nafff!ilMous frraJonorn!J. 

The Impact of "technology teaming" on growth In labour productivity 
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In the global, networked economy, the barriers of time, distance and 
location are being broken down. Companies need to be increasingly 
agile to seize the opportunities in the fast-moving information age. This 
requires new, more flexible, adaptable ways of working, with flatter . 
hierarchies, more team-working, multi-skilling, and greater individual 
autonomy. 

However, the rate of diffusion of new forms of organisation is slow in 
the !=U, and there is often a lack of partnership in introducing change. 
This prevents business from exploiting the full potential of the 
technology, and it prevents employees from playing a full part in the 
change process. 

The key to success is to adapt both management structures and work 
organisation -in a way that balances flexibility for enterprises with 
security for the individual worker. This requir~s a new partnership, built 
on information, dialogue and participation, in which change brings 
mutual benefits. Employees gain security, for example through a 
greater choice of working arrangements, more job satisfaction, the 
possibility of developing skills and long-term employability, and 
employee financial participation. And business becomes more flexible, 
with a more skilled, motivated and versatile workforce, better able to 
take the initiative and cope with change. 
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111.3: Boosting skills 

Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

The full potential of the Information Society in the EU is also not being 
ni'aximised because of low technological literacy, poor public access and a· 
shortage of skilled people. This lack of technical literacy is costing jobs, 
reducing both the supply of skilled people and the demand for new products 
and services. 

o Overcoming the shortage of IT' professionals 

The shortage of IT expertise. is a serious constraint to the growth 
of both the IS industries and the user economy. At the end of 
1S98, the gap is estimated to be 500,000 unfilled vacancies in the 
EU, and the gap is expected to widen to 1.2 million by 2002. 

The concern is not limited to ICT suppliers - 60% of IT jobs are located 
in sectors other than the Information Society industries,_ many of which 
are in SMEs·. Nor is this just a European problem. The risk of the 
"brain drain" is real: the United States recently increased its 

· immigration quota for IT specialists by 135,000 over three years. 

This is a serious structural problem. The millennium 'bug' and the 
passage to the Euro are adding short-term press·ure, but longer term 
demand is the major source of new skill requirements. There is a 
shortage of third level places in computing in European training and 
educational systems, a problem further -accentuated by a strong 
gender bias. 

Urgent preventive action needs to be taken, including a reallocation of 
resources into computer courses, an increased emphasis on retraining 
older workers (and the unemployed) through conversion courses, 
continuing training and the development of public-private partnerships 
to transparently set - curricula content in line with technology 
development a~d better anticipate skill needs. 
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Job opportunities in the lnfonnation Society· 
exploiting the potential of the infonnation revolution 

UCif UiarsrrBJcy is tfaJsf b~comili1g in~ratgiTBJU ~o b1111son~ss. UC7rs £10'ra f!'il~Q)W 
~lii®I1Jilflf/J'u®5"S Ofi'O ~hs WIQ)fl'!rtpi£1C~p aurocff SV'Sfl]!/b(JdfJI !!'OS!8dS ~@ /br;J UCT 
metrB1~® €0l m21ffrro~SJfftrB ~IP)fftr smpD@'jfSJbffDify. 

The job opportunities are enormous, and many of them will arise in 
areas where the EU has traditionally been strong (design, creative 
industries, content production ... ). However,. a recent survey of 
European companies highlighted a shortage of ICT literacy in the 
workforce which poses a major challenge for the competitiveness; 
long-term growth and employment prospects of the European Union. 
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Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

Far greater efforts need to be made to retrain and upskill people (both 
those in work and the unemployed), to improve their employability in 
the Information Society. This needs. to be done on a continuous basis 
because the technology is developing so fast, through a combination 
of life long learning, particularly self training of workers and the 
promotion of systems of validation of work experience. 

Re-skilling and training of the existing labour force is an essential and 
urgent task. There is no option but to invest in the existing workforce, 
which is an ageing workforce. In the next twelve years, there will be 3 
million fewer new entrants to the workforce and those aged over 50 
will increase in number by 9~6 million. 

The ageing working-age population - changes between 1998 and 201 0 
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Source: Comm~llon band on Labour For01- Survey 

o Rethinking education: 

More than just learning technology, what is important is learning to 
learn with technology and learning to use information and 
communicate . . 

The speed and pervasive nature of the changes brmo~ght about by the 
Information Society require a fundamental rethinking o"f education and 
training policies. Boosting levels of ICT literacy across the board is 
essential to success in the knowledge~based economy. 

r------------------------------------------------------------
"Technicalliteracy is quickly becoming as important as the ability to read. 
Yet our educational systems do not treat it as such. Too often, !T training is 
seen as ancillary, not central, to the educational process. The pace of 
technological change is far outstripping the investment we are making in our 
future- in our children and their education". (Joiltsta!Ementfi'omiheSummiton 
emp!oyment cn::i lraining in the lnfonnaiion Sodety, 22 September 1998.) 

·-----------·----····· 
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Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

However, evidence shows that education and training systems are not 
yet geaJred up 1or this challenge. 
ICT as a proficiency skill and the use o1 multi-media techniques need 
to be incorporated into the curriculum at all levels and more resources 
should be devoted to teach and train high-tech skills. Educational 
establishments must be provided with the tools 1or the job: both the 
hardware (sufficient PCs and internet connections) and the software 
(including suitable multimedia content). Teachers need to be better 
trained to use ICTs and to teach tomorrow's skills. 

This requires a broad public/private partnership between schools, 
colleges, universities, libraries, specialist service providers and. 
industry in order to provide everybody with the skills to benefit from the 
Information Society. In this context, networks of schools, higher 
education institutes and training centres are a priority. · 

r---------·-······-···-··------·-·--------- --·-··--
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• The Information Society: Access for all 

Public access to the tools of the Information Society, and the skills 
~o use them, needs to be prioritised. Everyona should have easy 
and affordable access to a basic set of information society 
applications and services. 

The information society has the potential ~o be a powerful force for 
inclusion and cohesion in Europe, breaking down the barriers of 
distance for remote and rural areas provided that strategies are 
integrated within the productive fabric of the region and designed to 
respond to the local economic milieu. The Information Society can also 
favour inclusion by opening new opportunities for disadvantaged 
groups- for example, people with disabilities and older people- and 
localities. 
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Job opportunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

And the potential is not yet being realised. Access to the information 
society remains closely linked to wealth, education and employment. 
Price is a significant barrier to entry, and household computer 
ownership in the EU remains low: for most people the main route of 
access is still the workplace. There is a lack of awareness of the· 
potential of ·the technology, compounded by problems of "user
friendliness", especially among the groups with the most to gain. 
Regional disparities are marked. It is essential to ensure that the 
information age will not actually lead to new divisions in society but 
rath.er promote inclusion and cohesion. 

Investment in awareness raising and public access - by both 
government and industry - is therefore needed. New services and 
products will not gain acceptance if people cannot access them. In the 
same way that public telephones are an integral part of the universal 
service (despite the very high household penetration of phones), so 
public access points - for example in libraries, schools and 
community-based· knowledge resource centres - will be central to 
building an inclusive information society. · 
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Job opporiunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

The in1ormation age holds greai promise for the European Union. 
Harnessing. iis potential will be one of the determinant factors of our future 
economic success. 

The EU is well placed to be a driving force· in the transition to a global 
knowledge-based economy, particularly if it can exploit the strong, positive 
synergies between: 

./ the knowledge, creativity and diversity of the EU workforce . 

./ the completion of the European single market, particularly the opening of the 
European telecommunications market · 

./ the introduction of the Euro from 1st January 1999 offers an important 
opportunity to use electronic money ·· 

./ the development of European entrepreneurship, supported by open financial 
and risk capital markets in the EU 

./ improvements in the adaptability of enterprises and the organisation of work 

./ the foreseen growth of electronic commerce 

./ the major ongoing investment in RTD and innovation in the EU 

Taken together, these factors provide a unique opportunity for stimulating 
sustainable economic growth, improving competitiveness, promoting 
inclusion and cohesion, and creating significant, good quality employment in 
the EU. However, although jobs are already being created, the full 
employment potential of the infonnation society will only be 
maximised if these synergies are exploited across the board. 

This is a matter of-common concern. At present, a lack of overall coherence 
. and direction in policies is preventing the EU from harnessing the full 
potential of the information society. 

Policies designed to unleash its potential to improve the quality of people's 
lives at work and in leisure need to be put in place. In this way, the EU can 
show the positive effects that can be obtained from co-ordinated policies in 
an area of prime importance to its citizens: employment. 

Much is already being done to respond to this challenge. The EU is driving 
the process of telecommunications liberalisation, and is playing a lead role in 
international efforts to create an environment in which electronic commerce 
can flourish. European initiatives have been launched ·to simplify the 
business environment, promote entrepreneurship, develop the necessary 
advanced technology base, stimulate risk capital, and promote a partnership 
for a new organisation of work. 

Based on the co-ordination and monitoring of national employment policies, 
the four pillars of the European employment strategy - entrepreneurship, 
adaptability, employability and equal opportunities - a·re all vital for the 
successful development o1 the information society. 
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Job opportunities in tile Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

The unpr~cedented pace of technological change and globalisation, the 
. pervasive nature of the new technology, and tt)e global nature of the 
information society means that decisive political acition is neec:lledl now if 
tlhie lEU is to ta~e and !keep its place at the forefront of the information 
age. 

Priority' areas for action 

./ revitalise the enterprise environment In the EU, in particular the 
· promotion of an entrepreneurial culture, access to venture capital and the 

conditions for the growth of electronic commerce . 

./ develop· and maintain a flexible, but robust, policy framework -
including full implementation of the current telecommunications and 
audiovisual regulatory frameworks·- to allow market introduction and 
development of new, advanced technologies and services in the 
converging areas of telecommunications, media and information 
technology . 

./ drive ~he !nfomztion Society !by pull>IDc sec~or eltzmple - introducing 
the use of advanced information society technologies and re-engineering 
public administrations to improve their quality and efficiency in the 
everyday dealings with businesses and citizens . 

./ mmltimise the poterDtial of information society teclhinologies by 
investing in technology, including research and development, adapting 
business processes and promoting organisational change and innovation, 
especially in SMEs, so as to ensure EU competitiveness in the global 
economy . 

./ ei1l$Uii"e accass to tlhe tool~ for the job - the infrastructure, equipment, 
software - in all our schools and universities, businesses and small 
companies, andTocal communities. 

Bnvest in the ampioyzlbl!lty and adaptability of the·IJleople to make It 
hCDIPIJlen: a revitalised and advanced education and training system, more 
university places for IT professionals, . investment in life-long learning, 
workplace re-skilling and self training, new forms of access to skills, and 
conversion courses for older workers. · 

The prime responsibility for achieving these actions rests with the Memlb~u 
Stat®s. A piecemeal, speradic approach will not remove the obstacles that 
have been identified. The Commission considers that decisive, concerted 
action is now needed,. and that a clear timetable, with indicators; should be 
set for monitoring and benchmarking progress made. · 

The Information Society lndustll'IS$ also h!Jve an important role to pl~y. 
building closer partnerships with educational establishments and public 
administrations, maintaining technology leadership, supporting European. 
entrepreneurship, developing glc)ba! leadership in mastering organisational 
change and skills renewal, and taking co-ordinated positions on policy 
issues arising from the introduction and use of new technologies and 
services. 
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Job oppoitunfties in the Information Society: 
exploiting tha pof:ential of the information revoMion 

The ~©((;D&lli fi2'~ii1!l'il®li'$ can lead the way by developing e1 1f~m~wcrlt for 
moo1em:§I8J~ion, in pawiicular s~rategies for the introduction of the new 
technologies in companies and simultaneous adapiive orga:nisational 
changes. These strategies build on continuing training of a11t l.!tforkers, and 
the adaptation of management structures and work organisation in a way . 
that b~!ances f!e)(ibility for enterprises with a new concept of security for tha 
individual worker. 

II~® ~Ui ©;®(lil ©;@-©Jrr<dlo!l'il~ft® ~lhln~ B!Jii'@~t:®~@. it can help create the condi~ions for 
gro\f'Rh by setting !n place s flexible, but robust, EU policy 1rraJmework; 
r~Smoving m~rke~ distortions; and consolid~~ing the IBJrgest Single Malrk~S~ in 
the world. lt can encourage excellence by idsniifying best prBJciice and 
benchmBJrking performance; promoting pBJrtnership for a new orgaJnisation of 
work, investing in RTD and innovation, and mSJking sure thaJi top claJss 
European ideas are marketed and developed in Europe. And it can 
champion investment in people through the !European employment strategy, 
the education snd training programmes and the structural funds, in paJriicuiB!r 
the European Social Fund. In this way, the European Union can continue to 
play a leading role in the development of global policies on the informSJtion 
society. 
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Job opporlunities in the Information Society: 
exploiting the potential of the information revolution 

The Commission recommends that: 

Member States shound lj)repall'e comprehensive natio1111al h'll~ormatio1111 
Society strategies to give ne~ impetus and urrgency to these issues. 

<P Each Member State should apiJloint a high-level representative to co
. ordinate the ·national strategy and contribute to the co-ordination of the 

EU strategy. 

~ Member States should submit their comprehensive national 
stmtegies by June 1999, taking particular account of the priority areas 
for action identified above. This exercise should be closely co-ordinated 
with the proposed 1999 Employment Guidelines, which place a particular 
emphasis on tapping the employment potential of the information society. 
This new priority should be reflected in the updated National Action Plans 
for employment to be submitted by mid~June 1999, and Member States 
are invlted to present their comprehensive information society strategies 
at the same time as they report on their NAPs. · 

<P To~ priority should lbe given to ensuring the swift imiJllementatlon of 
!EU initiatives directly related to tlhie in1ormation Society. In particular, 
in. the areas of telecommunications, audiovisual, ele~tronic commerce, 
venture capital, research and development, employment, education and 
training, cohesion, and international affairs. 

1
' 2/E ~e Information Society industries must show leadership. 

.... They are invited to present both their priorities for the EU's successful 
transition to the information age and their suggestions for strengthening 
the EU's leadership in the information society, in particular in relation to 
exploiting the employment potential. 

<P The Information Society industries ehoiUid submit their priorities mndl 
suggestions lby June 1999 

The Social Partners are invited to make their contribution, 

61 by developing a framework for modernisation designed to promote the· 
introduction of new technology and -·new work organisation in the 
knowledge-based economy. 

liP The Social Partners should report on progress by June 1999 

The Commission will place all ofthese contributions on a web-site for public 
consultation. The Commission will subsequently present a report on 
progress made, with recommendations for future action in all policy areas of 
importance, in preparation for the Helsinki European Council in December 
1999. 
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